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One fateful day in 1996, upon discovering that five freight cars’ worth of glittering corn have

reaped a tiny profit of $18.16, young Forrest Pritchard undertakes to save his family’s farm.

What ensues—through hilarious encounters with all manner of livestock and colorful local

characters—is a crash course in sustainable agriculture. Pritchard’s biggest ally is his

renegade father, who initially questions his career choice and eschews organic foods for

sugary mainstream fare; but just when the farm starts to turn heads at local markets, his

father’s health takes a turn for the worse.With poetry and humor, this timely memoir tugs on the

heartstrings and feeds the soul long after the last page is turned.

From BooklistOnce on the brink of virtually disappearing only decades ago, the family farm has

recently been enjoying a resurgence due to the popularity of organic livestock and produce.

Disenchanted with a looming desk job and eager to save his family’s multigenerational

Shenandoah Valley farm, Pritchard celebrated his mid-1990s college graduation by rolling up

his sleeves and brainstorming to find ways of keeping his parents’ 400-plus acres of land from

being portioned off to agribusinesses. This engaging first-person account is filled with gentle

humor and colorful anecdotes about the false starts and pitfalls Pritchard faced before finally

settling on raising grass-fed cattle and sheep. Desperate to improve on the tiny profits the farm

was making selling corn, Pritchard tried marketing firewood, then chickens, then beef, running

a gauntlet of sometimes comical challenges, including broken-down farm equipment and his

father’s attempt to sell frozen chickens from his D.C. office. Anyone who has been bit by the

farming bug will find lessons aplenty here, while urban readers will enjoy a vicarious slice of

farm life. --Carl Hays --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside

FlapOne fateful day in 1996, upon discovering that five freight cars’ worth of glittering corn

have reaped a tiny profit of $18.16, young Forrest Pritchard undertakes to save his family’s

farm. What ensues—through hilarious encounters with all manner of livestock and colorful local

characters—is a crash course in sustainable agriculture. Pritchard’s biggest ally is his

renegade father, who initially questions his career choice and eschews organic foods for

sugary mainstream fare; but just when the farm starts to turn heads at local markets, his

father’s health takes a turn for the worse.With poetry and humor, this timely memoir tugs on the

heartstrings and feeds the soul long after the last page is turned.--This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverOne fateful day in 1996, upon discovering

that five freight cars’ worth of glittering corn have reaped a tiny profit of $18.16, young Forrest

Pritchard undertakes to save his family’s farm. What ensues—through hilarious encounters

with all manner of livestock and colorful local characters—is a crash course in sustainable

agriculture. Pritchard’s biggest ally is his renegade father, who initially questions his son’s

career choice and eschews organic foods for sugary mainstream fare. But just when the farm

starts to turn heads at local markets, his father’s health takes a turn for the worse. With poetry

and humor, this timely memoir tugs on the heartstrings and feeds the soul long after the last

page is turned.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"By the end of his

wonderful book, Pritchard lies in a field pondering his own slim margin of success from slowing

things down in our fast paced world; a well-deserved moment of happiness for this important

new spokesperson of the future of agriculture and poet of the earth." ---Publishers Weekly

Starred Review --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the



AuthorForrest Pritchard is the New York Times bestselling author of Gaining Ground and

Growing Tomorrow. He is also a full-time organic livestock farmer and seventh-generation

producer.Roger Wayne hails from small-town Minnesota. He served in the Air Force as a

broadcast journalist in South Korea before obtaining his BA in communications and journalism.

Roger has recorded for video games, animation, and commercials, and he loves making books

come to life. You can see what he's up to at rogerwayne.com. --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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NineChapter ThirtyAcknowledgmentsFOREWORDWhy do we read adventure and travel books

about places we’ve never visited and can’t possibly imagine having the wherewithal to visit?

Answer: All of us fantasize about the other world in which people live.In today’s profound

disconnect with our ecological dependency generally, and with food production (also known as

farming) specifically, a book about profitable farming from an agricultural adventurer could be

classified in this travel genre. I remember the day Forrest and his dad came to Polyface for a

visit. Of course, I had no idea of the angst behind the trip that Forrest describes with

impeccable clarity and gut-wrenching transparency in this wonderful book.But in only a few

minutes, as they stood on the threshold of my front door, I could tell that here was a young man

who truly believed he could do what reasonable men—like his father—considered madness:

make a living on a farm. No outside paycheck. No off-farm-derived nest egg to provide life

support. Just straight-up farming as a credible business. We walked the farm that day like I do

with thousands of bright-eyed farmer wannabes, discussing how-to, looking at portable

infrastructure, and frequently delving into big-picture ideology and politics. Over the years I’ve

followed Forrest’s progress from afar, met a few of his customers, and enjoyed his success as

a vicarious extension of my own. Too many don’t follow through. Forrest has. And is.Forrest has

done all of us a great service in eloquently articulating the emotional turmoil, familial

prejudices, and personal doubts that accompany the announcement from smart, well-educated

young people: “I want to farm for a living.” I don’t know any full-time farmer under fifty years old

who has not encountered, to some degree, this well-meaning prejudice from family and friends:

“But why would you want to throw your life away doing the drudgery and work for little

pay?”Those of us who have survived in this business for a few decades know both the brutality

and brilliance of farming. We’re pounded by weather, government regulations, societal

marginalization, pests, and sickness. But more often, we step into the brilliance of dew-

diamonds dripping off orchard grass in the early morning sun.Since Forrest and I live not too

far apart, we share similar surroundings and similar rural beauty. Daily, we enjoy nature’s balm

for the soul . . . if we can stop from mending fences, cutting wood, and repairing the hay mower



long enough to behold the decor of our office.This tension between getting it done and

enjoying it is what makes the life of a real farmer such a difficult adventure to comprehend.

Forrest’s stories and descriptions touch me deeply because they are mine. I’ve lived them too.

A few years ahead, but incredibly similarly. I remember looking out on our farm as a young

man, inheriting it from my parents, yearning to do what they did not do: make it and it alone a

full-time living. The first year, I started selling firewood—just like you’ll see Forrest describe.

The first several years were touch and go. But gradually it progressed.Too many people see

only one end of the farming spectrum. They either see all the long hours, work, and sweat, or

they romanticize it into some idyllic pastoral fantasy of nature-communing and luxury. The truth,

as Forrest so perfectly captures, is in the middle. It’s a middle incomprehensible to most people

in our culture, who are far removed from a true farming lifestyle and ethic.While farmers—both

the dabblers and the full-timers—will thoroughly enjoy this book, I think its best audience is the

seeker, the adventurer who will never farm. Why? Because those of us out here doing the real

work of farming desperately need the rest of the world to come on this journey with us. Not

everyone can farm. Not everyone should. Assuredly, no one would want me to design and fly

an airliner. By the same token, most folks are not cut out to be farmers.But farming determines

the landscape our grandchildren will inherit. Farming determines the quality of our food, the

humane handling of our animals. Every time we eat, we participate in farming. This is why

everyone needs to take this journey with Forrest, to vicariously enjoy this adventure with him.

We cannot escape our responsibilities to, nor our interactions with, soil, air, and water—the

basic ingredients in the farmer’s alchemy.Acquainting ourselves with the ecstasy and the

heartache of farming creates integrity in our food decisions, common sense in our land-use

policies, and appreciation of the effort required to correctly massage our ecological

womb.Unlike other vocations that are arguably more or less necessary, farming is basic to

human existence. Because it is at the root of civilization, it has perhaps the greatest capacity to

either heal or hurt humankind’s planetary nest. As co-stewards of this great creation, we all

owe future generations the benefit of knowing something about farming, food production, and

land care. Few intellectual journeys could be this necessary and far-reaching. For this reason, I

think adding adventurous farming books to the mix—along with novels, business books,

biographies, and other genres—is a must for well-rounded people.Forrest has blessed us with

a delightful peek into this farming life, and I invite you to travel with him during the

metamorphosis: from dreamer to doer. Not that any of us ever stops dreaming. But when we

actually do turn some dreams into doing, well, I agree with Forrest: That’s gaining ground.—

Joel Salatin, September 2012INTRODUCTIONA lot can be learned from baking a cake.As a

child, I helped my grandmother sift flour and crack eggs for her famous pound cakes, regional

treasures she sold each Sunday morning in the parking lot after church. Having spent her

formative years struggling through the Great Depression, she let nothing go to waste in her

kitchen. With a practiced index finger, she wiped the eggshells clean before composting them.

The previous week’s newspaper was spread out to capture sifted flour, ensuring that every

speck was accounted for. She even saved old butter wrappers, using them to grease the cake

pans.Fresh from the oven, her cakes emerged as golden, encrusted halos, moist and fragrant,

dense and delicious. Served as a thick wedge, with a glass of fresh milk provided by our next-

door neighbor’s dairy, they were the epitome of freshness, wholesomeness, wonderfulness.But

it was this very glass of milk that let me know, even as a preschooler tied to my grandmother’s

apron strings, that something was amiss. My grandmother drove me once a week to the

neighboring dairy and parked her car in front of the milking parlor. Each time, before we

entered, she cautioned me.“Don’t tell anyone we get our milk here, or the farmer will get in



trouble. If anyone asks, just tell them it’s for our cats.”Don’t tell who? I wondered. I was only four

years old. And besides, what kind of trouble could a grown man get into?I held my

grandmother’s hand as we entered the parlor. The cattle stood in line, contentedly belching and

chewing their cud, waiting to be milked. Through a side door, several large, stainless-steel

refrigerated tanks held the day’s fresh milk. The farmer filled the glass jars we had brought

from a spigot near the tank’s base. The milk was pleasantly cool, brilliantly white, and when

allowed to rest motionless for a few moments, it would separate itself into two layers, with a

thick stratum of cream rising to the top.Back home, from the front porch, I would see stainless-

steel tanker trucks leaving his farm each day, bound for distant locations beyond the realm of

my limited geography. I was full of questions. Why were they taking the milk away? Didn’t other

people stop by the farm to pick up their own freshly filled bottles?“The milk has to go to a

processor,” my grandmother explained, wrapping the jars in newspaper to keep them cool,

cushioning their clink, “where it gets mixed with lots of other farmers’ milk. Then they heat it up

to kill off any bacteria that might be in there, and quickly cool it back down again. It’s called

pasteurization.“Next, they mix it in such a way that it blends the cream and milk together. This

is called being homogenized.”Whoa, grandmother. This was way over my head. But she wasn’t

done.“Sometimes they take out the cream entirely, and that’s what they call ‘skim’ milk. They

skim the cream off the top, you see. There’s all sorts of ways to do it—2 percent fat, or left

whole, with the cream still in it. Then they bottle it into plastic jugs and ship it to the

supermarkets for people to buy.”“But why would the farmer get in trouble for giving it to

us?”“That’s just the way the rules are. The laws. The farmer has to follow the laws, and we do,

too.” She studied me in the rearview mirror. “Except,” she added, adjusting the mirror so she

could see me more clearly, “except, every once in a while, when we bend the rules. Just a

little.”Later that afternoon, helping out in the family strawberry patch, I wished there was some

rule I could bend to escape the hot June sun. I compromised, settling for a warm, sweet

strawberry instead.People often stopped by the farm for our berries, and customers were

always coming by for my grandmother’s fresh eggs. Her pound cakes rarely had time to cool

before they found a new and appreciative home. Yet our neighbor, transparent to the point of

having cows on one side of his parlor and cooling tanks on the other, risked being fined for

selling fresh milk to us. As much as I enjoyed the pound cake, and especially the cool milk,

something didn’t make sense.Each year, my grandparents’ farm raised hundreds of cattle, grew

tractor-trailer loads of apples, and cultivated enough corn to fill several freight cars. Their land

produced abundant, fresh, nourishing food. It’s difficult to say for sure, but the farm of my

childhood must have been responsible for feeding thousands of people each year.Ironically, in

spite of all the care and attention my grandparents devoted to their land, all the food they grew

each year ultimately became anonymous, and it ended up being eaten by complete strangers.

Young calves were sent to feedlots in the Midwest to be fattened on grain. Apples, their skins

never perfect enough to be sold as “fresh fruit,” were transformed into juice, or sauce, or apple

pies. The corn, like most grain raised in America, was destined for animal feed. It was, perhaps,

fed to the very calves that they had sold, now a thousand miles away.Once the food left their

farm, the entire system was turned on its head. The freshness they had worked so hard to

attain, picking the fruit at the peak of harvest, was replaced with shelf life. Their food’s identity,

soon to be advertised for its freshness and flavor by the purchasing company, became murky

almost as soon as it left the farm.Their harvest was trucked all across America. It was

processed, boxed, frozen, and then shipped again. Their food was trucked down the interstate

in eighteen-wheelers, and hauled away by trains while they slept. Their apples might end up in

the filling of a doughnut in Chicago, or their beef in a taco in Alabama. They had no way of ever



really knowing.It was 1978. Although we maintained a large garden, it wasn’t enough to

support the entire family. Like everyone in our small community, we shopped at the A&P

grocery store in Charles Town, West Virginia.Nestled into the corner of a tiny strip mall, the

A&P had the drowsy, casual feel of a local town square. Neighbors bumped into one another

there. The butcher and produce manager knew my family’s particular tastes and dislikes, and

they pointed out new arrivals or certain items that were on special as our shopping cart

swiveled through their department.Out in the parking lot, families met to drop their children off

at the school bus or rendezvous for soccer games. On Saturday nights, high school kids met

there to hang out, and on Sunday mornings, people dropped in early to buy provisions for

church picnics. Farmers leaned from pickup truck windows or started impromptu get-togethers

from the seat of a lowered tailgate. It was, for several decades, our de facto community

hub.And yet, despite serving a community of farmers, and despite the open, verdant land that

physically bordered the grocery, little, if any, of the food in the store actually came from

anywhere nearby.Who would have been able to tell, even if it had? Shrink-wrapped, cartoned,

frozen and freeze-dried, it had been trundled and bundled, bagged and tagged into anonymity.

The aisles and shelves were filled not so much with food as they were with packaging, brightly

colored brand names, cartoon mascots, designer labels perched next to generic knockoffs.It

was a store devoted to creating an identity for food that had been stripped of its identity. Where,

exactly, did rainbow-colored, sugar-frosted, air-puffed, marshmallow-infused cereal come from?

Was it raised by cartoon rabbits and harvested by mischievous leprechauns? These products

were so distantly removed from the local farms, so thoroughly metamorphosed, that we

couldn’t even be sure what the raw ingredients had been.Did any of this stuff—the bleached

and re-enriched flour, the high-fructose corn syrup, the partially hydrogenated soybean oil—

even look like actual food anymore? Reading the ingredients on the back of a frozen pizza

conjured images of vats and vials instead of gardens and fields.Looking back on these farming

families standing in line with their shopping carts, I wonder if the money they received for

growing the raw ingredients even covered the costs of their shopping bills. Could a farmer who

planted fields of wheat and oats now afford a box of cereal made from his own grain? Our

neighbor, the dairy farmer, certainly kept some of his own milk for his personal use, and was

courageous enough to provide his neighbors with a little as well, thumbing his nose at the law.

But what did it say about my grandparents’ cattle farm, selling calves for seventy cents a pound

live weight, but buying back the steaks for ten dollars?I didn’t have any special insight as a

child, any opinion about these matters, but these were the concerns discussed around our

dinner table, at the livestock auction, at the feed store. Everyone felt helpless to control any of

it, much less enact change. The system had effectively handcuffed them to the fluctuating

whimsy of the commodity market.Somewhere along the way, however, my family began

noticing farmers who opted out of this system. These were the trailblazing types, pioneers who

carved a path through the purgatory of conventional production. We couldn’t articulate it at the

time, but we held a quiet admiration for these people, praising them from afar. As fellow

farmers, we felt an undeniable kinship with them as well.Each year, as another for sale sign

appeared on the edge of another neighboring farm, we watched with veiled interest whenever

someone went slightly against the grain, starting a pick-your-own pumpkin patch, or raising

free-range turkeys for Thanksgiving. These were farms that wouldn’t go down without a fight.

Whenever this happened, my family privately discussed ideas of our own. Talking. Dreaming.It

was now the mid-1980s, and John Mellencamp and Willie Nelson launched Farm Aid as

families across America defaulted on their agricultural loans. As a young man, I was told over

and over again by experienced farmers that there was no future in agriculture. Faced with bank



loans and low prices, many local farmers retired, changed careers, or simply gave up. After my

grandfather passed away, our own farm slipped into debt practically overnight.All along, we

only wanted to save our family farm. Like countless families before us, we sought a life of

simple but meaningful work, a connection to the land and the seasons. We were either too

stubborn or too stupid to quit without trying first; perhaps we were both. But we knew we had to

fight a system destined for its own self-destruction.As the years passed, we made friends. It’s

funny how sometimes people get together, cultivating a landscape all their own. Before we

knew it, what had once been empty, barren soil gradually took root. It required only a sprinkling

of tiny seeds, some rain and sun, and a little patience. Years passed, and we stood our

ground.The fields of swaying grass now look like they have been there all along.Chapter

OneThe farmer climbed our front porch steps, his worn-out blue jeans frayed at the knees, a

red seed cap pulled tightly over his head. Tractor grease stained the fabric of his T-shirt in dark,

finger-wide streaks, and several days of neglected stubble shadowed his deeply suntanned

face. He held a jumbled sheaf of receipts in his hands, the bills and invoices of the season.

Somewhere in that pile, he had promised, was a large check that would save our family farm.

He rang our doorbell with a calloused, blunted finger.It was the mid 1990s, and we were

suffering the worst drought in decades. All summer, the Shenandoah Valley had been scorched

by the sun, baked week after week into listless tones of sepia. Heat shimmered in opalescent

waves above the brown hills. Our cattle wandered from field to field, mouthing tufts of dry,

sparse grass.My mother and I met him at the door. Dust coated his work boots, the same dust

that covered the farm. Beads of sweat lay on his forehead, and he absently wiped them away

with a handkerchief as he greeted us.The farmer, Albert, had managed our land that year, and

was here to give us an accounting of the season. He had planted our rolling hills with corn and

soybeans earlier that spring, and had recently harvested the crop. It was the first time in a

generation that grain was grown on our land, and my family was relying on him to make sure

that everything went just right.The previous week, combines had augured the corn and

soybeans into large, cumbersome trucks, hauling it away to waiting railcars. As on most farms,

the harvest had to carry us through the frozen winter, paying for our electricity, fuel, and food.

Rolling the dice, we sacrificed reliable cow pastures for fields of crops, hoping the reward

would be worth the risk. Once the unending drought arrived, we knew this year we would be

cutting it desperately close.I had graduated from college only five months earlier, wild-haired

and bearded, my Birkenstocks worn to rags and a copy of Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass

tucked under one arm. Growing up on the farm, I had spent summers baling hay and tending to

our small flock of chickens, but college was to be my passport away from the hard and grueling

life of agriculture. I returned home penniless, an unreliable truck and a pair of wire-rimmed

spectacles my only assets. Degrees in Literature and Geology, I was convinced, left me

positioned for some wonderful career opportunity. I just didn’t know what it would be yet.On

commencement day, my grandfather on my father’s side, a retired chemist of forty years,

summarily looked me up and down and loudly asked my gathered family, “How does he expect

to get a job with all that hair?” I didn’t know the answer myself. For the time being, helping out

on the farm would be a useful diversion until I figured out my next move.After a week back at

the farm, his question still echoing in my ears, I acknowledged that he had a point. My

education had prepared me for something more challenging than frying and holstering french

fries but had otherwise done little to bolster a résumé of marketable skills. My college

roommate, who wrote his thesis on the Mexican peso crisis, had already turned down several

job offers before securing a plump salary at a bank in Manhattan. I remained confident that the

right job would eventually fall into my lap.Strangely, as I sat near the phone stuffing envelopes



with poems addressed to obscure literary magazines, no Manhattan banks called to inquire

about my services. In fact, no one at all called, not even my skeptical chemist grandfather. I

spent the hot summer days doing odd jobs around the farm, nailing sagging fence boards,

tacking down the sheet metal on the barn roof, and watching Albert working in the

distance.The farm had been passed down on my mother’s side of the family. Although she

believed that agriculture was a noble pursuit, she never became a farmer herself. After

marrying my father, his job in the USDA Forest Service took them to Seattle, almost as far

away from the Shenandoah Valley as they could go. It wasn’t until her own father, the farmer,

fell ill that she returned East; when he passed away, she was unexpectedly thrust into the role

of ownership. She hired managers to run the farm, while she and my father commuted to jobs

in nearby cities.This was 1984, and I was ten. My sister Betsy and I eavesdropped as my

parents farmed by phone each evening, arriving home exhausted and microwaving a round of

TV dinners before calling the manager to check on daily operations. The news was rarely

positive. Cattle and apple prices, our two main crops, were at historical lows. Our tractors,

dated from the 1950s, were in sore need of an overhaul. My parents bickered as their city

paychecks began to subsidize bills that our farm’s modest production couldn’t cover.The

operation became a revolving door for managers. Despite their best intentions, my parents had

enlisted drunkards, thieves, liars, desperadoes, and dimwits. With no daily supervision, and no

greater bond than a handshake, these men were usually gone in less than six months.Albert

was their first attempt to tweak the pattern. They had finally given up on the system of

managers and farmhands, and recruited him in hopes of collaborating on a crop of corn and

soybeans. He owned his own equipment and possessed arcane knowledge of fertilizer

applications, harvesting protocols, and strategies to sell at the proper time to ensure the

highest returns. Most important, he was honest and had sterling references. We supplied the

land rent-free and Albert provided his experience, splitting the profit fifty-fifty. The partnership

was a perfect fit.This new arrangement with Albert left us cautiously optimistic, but my sister

and I couldn’t help but be influenced by decades of desultory results. Six years older than I,

she had studied horticulture during her first year of college, but family and teachers talked her

out of the farming life. She pursued nursing school instead. In my sophomore year of college, I

walked a wooded campus path with my future wife, Nancy, trying to explain my own conflicted

emotions.“More and more, I’m thinking of becoming a farmer,” I told her, kicking absently at the

autumn leaves that swirled around our feet. My mind was back at the farm, hours away. “If I

don’t . . .” The words trailed into the evening air. Farming had been little more than an

afterthought my entire childhood, yet suddenly I couldn’t get it off my mind. For reasons I didn’t

understand, I felt a burgeoning responsibility for our farm’s future.“If you don’t?” she asked,

gently prompting. She had visited the farm several times, and, though she had been raised in

the city herself, Nancy had immediately fallen in love with the sweeping views, the rustic

buildings, and the open spaces. “If you don’t, what do you think will happen?”I shook my head.

“It’s just a feeling I’ve had lately. My grandfather’s gone, and no matter who we’ve hired, we just

can’t turn the place around. My parents are barely hanging on. The only thing keeping the farm

going right now is inertia.”She was thoughtful for a long time. “I’ve never worked on a farm,” she

said at last, “but doesn’t it make sense that a farm would need a farmer?” She slipped her hand

into mine. “Maybe that’s what you’ve been feeling. Maybe the farm needs you.”Two years later,

as the hot, dry summer after graduation wore on, I revisited this conversation over and over

again. With the rest of my family away at their day jobs, and Nancy now in graduate school, I

had the farm mostly to myself that season. I stretched lengths of barbed wire along distant

fencerows, enjoying the peaceful solitude. I had never minded getting dirty, accumulating



calluses on my rough palms. July slipped into August, and I awoke each morning to the

simmering heat of the endless drought. I sweated, strained my muscles, and worked outside

through all types of weather. Daily farm life required these tolerances, and I conditioned myself

to accept them without complaint.I watched Albert working the distant hillsides, his equipment

gleaming in the unrelenting sun. The thought of my own fleet of tractors and shiny equipment

seemed like a worthwhile dream, and it was easy to visualize myself perched atop one of these

powerful machines, a roaring, mobile throne atop my agricultural kingdom. I daydreamed about

how wonderful our old barn would look with several new tractors waiting behind the bay doors,

an army of machinery ready to plow, plant, and harvest.Even so, a voice in the back of my

mind constantly urged me to look for a career with an actual paycheck. Albert was managing

the fields without my help, and in spite of the dry weather, he remained convinced that the

diminished harvest would cover our bills. Besides, no one in my family considered farming to

be economically viable; we had witnessed too many small farms in our community go out of

business to think otherwise. Perhaps Albert was the farmer our land had been waiting for. I

bought a copy of the local newspaper and began circling want ads.Age 20, home from college

for the summer.The weeks passed and, for any array of reasons, I was turned down as a

sports reporter for my local newspaper, as a waiter for two different restaurants, as a full-time

whitewater raft guide, and finally, as a custodian at the animal shelter, cleaning up dog poop. I

honestly didn’t know whether to be insulted or grateful.Worried that autumn would arrive

without the nourishing milk of the teat of academia, I signed up at the last possible moment to

get my teaching certification. Perhaps, I speculated, I could be a teacher and a farmer. It didn’t

seem like a far-fetched idea.This last-minute decision was greeted with a sigh of relief from my

father. A lifelong government employee who worked in Washington, D.C., my father had spent

years devoted to weekend agricultural projects of his own, hoping to discover a modern,

profitable direction for the farm. Over the years, our salaried managers had politely tolerated

his hastily conceived side projects, offering polite encouragement but rolling their eyes at him

behind his back. Time and again, as my father’s small enterprises fell by the wayside, he grew

entrenched in the belief that farming could never be a “real job.” These days, he spoke to me

encouragingly of teaching tenure, summer vacations, and guaranteed benefits. To his dismay,

by the end of October, I had fully withdrawn from classes.“You did what?” my father boomed.

Normally easygoing, he stood before me with his mouth agape, his eyes disbelieving.“I

dropped out. I don’t want to be a teacher. I’ve decided to make a real go at farming.”“Oh, no.

No, no, no.” He shook his head emphatically back and forth. “Big mistake. This is just a . . . this

is just such a big mistake.” He paused. “Are you sure you’re unenrolled? Maybe you can still

show up at class tomorrow and they won’t mind.”“Dad, I’m telling you, I’m done. I’m done with

school. Farming is something that I just have to do. If I don’t try, I’m going to regret it for the rest

of my life.”He looked at me as though I had just told him I wanted to push helpless old ladies

down long flights of stairs.“Oh, you’ll end up regretting it, I can guarantee that. What a mistake!”

At a loss for additional words, he turned on his heel and strode away from me. At nearly six-

foot-six, he could cover ground quickly. But he didn’t get far.Turning back to me, he said,

“Farming? Are you kidding me? You don’t even know how to grow a turnip!” Rueful with

skepticism, he turned away again.I wanted to call after him, to somehow convince him I was

making the right choice, but I couldn’t get the words out. I can learn to be a farmer, I wanted to

say. I’m strong, and I’ll stick with it. But he was right about one thing: Even though I had grown

up on the farm, my agricultural experience was very limited. If I could only cultivate some small

success, a minor triumph or two, I felt, he might be persuaded the farm could still work.My

mother had her own doubts about my decision but was vastly more encouraging. It had been,



after all, her side of the family through which the farm had passed hands. On my father’s side,

steady, predictable jobs had been the norm: shopkeeper, chemist, government contractor. In

contrast, on my mother’s side, it had been six straight generations of farmers. If I were

somehow able to follow in their footsteps, I would be the seventh farmer in the family to work

the land, dating from just after the American Revolution.Later that evening, the taste of my

father’s reprimand still bitter on my tongue, I told her about my dream of working on the family

farm.“If that’s what you really want to do,” my mother began before correcting herself. “If that’s

what you need to do, then we’ll stand behind you. Your father’s upset, but that’s because he

wasn’t raised this way, on a farm. He’s a city person at heart. He’s just trying to protect you in

his own way.”She paused. “It’s going to be hard, you know. I’ve always told you, ‘We’re land rich

and cash poor.’ It’s as true today as it’s ever been.”I knew that better than anyone. For more

than fifteen years, since my grandfather had died, my parents had paid nearly all of the farm

bills through their off-farm salaries. If they had ever quit their well-paying jobs, the farm would

have failed within a matter of months. This fact was a considerable source of family stress, and

slowly, insidiously, matters of money had become an emotional flashpoint in our family. My

parents did their best to avoid the subject entirely, mechanically waking each morning, getting

in their cars, and driving into the city before dawn.“Your father’s discouraged because the farm

hasn’t turned a profit for years, not since your grandfather ran the place.”“Discouraged’s an

understatement,” I agreed.“Well, he’s got a right to be. He’s put years of his own paychecks into

this place and never gotten a dollar of it back. That would discourage anybody.“But I know,” she

continued, with increasing conviction, “that there’s a way we can do this. It might not be the

same way your grandfather did it, and letting Albert run the farm might be only a temporary

solution. Whatever the answer is, we’ll help you the best we can.”My father, who had silently

entered the room as we were talking, leaned against the doorjamb, arms crossed, equal parts

sullen and resigned. I smiled at him, the most beaming, bearded smile I could conjure. He

shook his head wordlessly, in disbelief that he was being outvoted.“And your father will help,

too,” she added on his behalf, as he continued to shake his head. “Just as soon as he gets over

his shock.”In spite of the drought, the fall harvest began. We observed as truck after truck

lumbered slowly away, brimming with glittering kernels of corn, cascades of resplendent

soybeans. I didn’t know what a tractor-trailer load of grain was worth, but imagined it must be

more money than I had ever seen in my life. We had done the math and knew we’d need a little

more than ten thousand dollars to pay our bills through the winter. Although it would barely

keep our heads above water, we took comfort in the idea that we had finally done it—our little

farm had made a real profit.Albert stood on our front porch, a crumpled bouquet of pink and

yellow invoices in his hand. The receipts looked as though they had been salvaged from the

chaos of his dashboard, smudged and corrugated with a season’s worth of hard living.“Well,”

he began. “It was dry.”Yes, yes, I said to myself, impatient despite my polite upbringing.

Everyone was tired of the drought, entirely worn out by it. How did we do, I wanted to know.He

paused, as though awaiting confirmation that the only green to be found in the entire county

was the paint on the John Deere combine.“So,” my mother was forced to ask, after a few more

moments of awkward silence, “how did the numbers turn out?”Albert nodded at the papers.

“Right. That’s what those are for. That’s the fertilizer bill, spray bill, seed bill. I got my fuel

figured up on that other sheet.” He pointed to a notation written in pencil. “We broke a chain on

the auger sprocket, but that was only five dollars to fix, so that’s what that is there.”He fell silent

again, giving us time to look over the receipts. Was it just me, or was he stalling? It seemed like

a long-winded way to get around to the bottom line.This time, I prompted him. “Well, once all

that’s hashed out, how much did we make? Seemed like a lot of trucks rolled out of here.”He



took off his hat, roughly scrubbing his hair with his worn-down fingers. “Yeah, I’m getting

around to that. See, the thing is, even though there was no corn or beans to be had around

here, the Midwest’s had themselves the bumper crop of a decade. Turns out the price this year

is the worst it’s been in ten years.” He replaced and adjusted his hat. I glanced sidelong at my

mother. Her face revealed the concern I was trying to mask.“Albert,” my mother said firmly.

“What kind of numbers are we talking about here?”“Bottom line?” he asked.“Bottom line,” she

replied.He exhaled slowly. “Eighteen sixteen.”I couldn’t believe it. Eighteen hundred dollars?

We had been hoping for ten thousand, and were nervous about anything less than eight. How

could anyone’s farm expect to survive on less than two thousand dollars?My mother was the

first to find her voice. “My goodness. I . . . I don’t know what to say. Albert, when we talked

about it this spring, we all agreed that ten thousand apiece was a reasonable expectation.”“Yes

ma’am, but, like you already know, it was dry as a bone. We were darn lucky to get the crop

that we did.” He nodded at the receipts. “And most of them costs is fixed. Of course, the profits

jump when the harvest goes up, but if it don’t . . .” he said and shrugged helplessly, “well, the

costs came back to bite us.”Albert genuinely looked as if he’d rather be anywhere else on the

planet right now. “I’d be the last person to lead you on, Mrs. Pritchard. I just never expected

nothing like this.”“Yes, but . . . ” She shook her head in disbelief. “I mean, Albert, eighteen

hundred and sixteen dollars is a long way from ten thousand. I just don’t understand how it

happened.”Albert’s eyes widened.“Eighteen hundred?” He shook his head. Without a trace of

irony or humor, he corrected her. “Mrs. Pritchard . . . it was eighteen dollars and sixteen cents.”I

was fairly certain that, just for a moment, the earth listed sideways.She looked at him in

disbelief. “Eighteen dollars,” she repeated. “How . . . how is that possible?”Albert, red with

embarrassment, gestured at the accounts. “It’s all right there, ma’am.” He searched for words.

“Believe me . . . I’m as disappointed as you. Probably more so. I feel mostly to blame, for

leading you into it.”“But there were so many trucks! Full trucks, Albert. Isn’t somebody making

money off of this?”Albert removed his hat, pointlessly crimped the brim several times, and

pulled it tightly back onto his head. Shoulders slumped, he had the air of a defeated man.“Yes

ma’am. Somebody probably is. Just not us.”They continued to talk, pouring over the numbers,

but I’m certain that’s the last I heard, and the last I was able to see, for quite some time.So this

is what society was trying to tell me. This is what my city-born father, and his father before him,

was so afraid of, what my entire culture had been trying to tell me for years:Forget about it, kid.

It’s a fairy tale. A nursery rhyme. There’s no “family farm” anymore, just huge corporations with

tractors as big as houses.Do you see now? Do you get it yet, hayseed? We told you so. Now

go get a haircut and a suit, and find a real job before it’s too late.I had dropped out of school,

abandoning a steady, reliable career as a teacher. And for what? All those trucks filled with

corn and soybeans? At the end of the day, they had made us enough to buy a bag of corn

chips and a glass of soy milk. At least I could afford some tap water to wash the bad taste out

of my mouth.Yes, I replied. Yes, I see how it is. Anger boiled within me, waves of shame and

humiliation. If Albert had handed me the eighteen dollars at that moment, I would have torn it

into shreds and tossed it into the wind.Yes, I understood now. Our family farm was broken. I

made up my mind that, somehow, we were going to fix it.Chapter TwoIt came to my attention

rather quickly that I had no idea what I was doing.As I laced up my work boots the following

morning, I didn’t even know where to begin. The harvest was complete, and Albert was

finished with our farm for the season. With my parents away at their day jobs, I had now

volunteered myself as our sole worker, manager, and problem-solver-in-chief. I had no one

there to guide me, no experience, and no money. Regardless, I quietly burned to prove the

skeptics wrong, convinced that we could save our farm through sheer force of will.Those first



days, I did the only things I knew how to do. We still had our cows, about fifty head, and I

focused my energy on making sure we’d have a successful calf sale the following spring. I fed

them hay and checked on them twice a day, and replaced old posts in our perimeter fence. My

arms and face became deeply suntanned, and I lost the ten pounds I had brought home from

college. As winter approached and the days shortened, I took a catering job at night to help

pay the bills, serving shrimp kabobs, cucumber sandwiches, and champagne. The contrast of

lifestyles wasn’t lost on me. Each morning, my cummerbund and bow tie discarded at the foot

of my bed, I stretched and looked optimistically out the window at the fields but had no clear

idea of what I really should be doing.The landscape, at least, was familiar. After all, I had been

raised on the farm and had lived there most of my life. The hills and pastures, the barns and

buildings were the playgrounds of my youth. In the eighties, when my grandfather passed away,

the property had been split into several pieces and divided among his children. The portion of

land that came to my mother was nearly three hundred and fifty acres of gently rolling hay

fields and aging apple orchards. Roughly square in shape, the borders flowed from one state

into the next, from Clarke County, Virginia, into Jefferson County, West Virginia. The ability to

be in both states at once while standing in the middle of a cow pasture had been a novelty to

me as a child.After returning from Seattle, my parents had built their house along a distant

edge of the original farm, several miles from the property we had inherited. Now I moved out of

their home and onto the farm proper, into a derelict brick house that had been uninhabited

since the 1940s. My electricity arrived via an extension cord I plugged into the barn’s lone

outlet, supplying power to my reading lamp and a hot plate. I cleaned squirrel nests from the

closets, disposed of a blacksnake skeleton I found curled inside the defunct toilet, and spent

my first night beneath the rough-hewn rafters of a rusty tin roof.I had briefly known my farmer

grandfather, when he was a very old man. The farm had been passed to him in 1915, while he

was still a teenager, and he had done the best he could to simply survive. He never received

more than a high school education.Eighty-two at the time of his death, he had farmed through

two World Wars, the Great Depression, and the unpredictable stagflation of the 1970s. All the

while, the farm had remained debt-free, productive, and profitable. To me, barely twenty-two

and with my entire farming career in front of me, it seemed like an impossible résumé to

emulate.Before the land was parceled out to my grandfather’s children, my grandparents’ farm

had comprised just more than two thousand acres. As a rough comparison, the property was

nearly three times the size of New York’s Central Park. The land was contiguous, and we could

easily drive for an hour over potholed, muddy farm roads without ever crossing the smooth

asphalt of the public highway. The meadows and orchards literally stretched for miles.It was

along these rough country roads that Betsy and I learned to drive a truck before we were ten,

bouncing and bumping over the groundhog-pocked cattle pastures. Just able to reach the

pedals, I practiced the three-part harmony of clutch, gas, and stick shift. When I finally got the

rhythm down pat, the feeling was exhilarating.If it seems implausible to say that, as a child, I

roamed freely over most of the farm, exploring the woods and creeks, pretending to be a

knight, or a movie hero, walking for miles through tall grass in a quest to discover what was

waiting over the next hill, then that’s understandable. Recalling those days, I marvel at the

liberty I was granted, tied to nothing more than my punctual response to the front porch dinner

bell.But it was precisely those carefree, unsupervised hours that allowed me to connect to the

land, and it was the resonance of that freedom that made farming seem so important as the

years began to pass. Now I wanted to recapture that feeling, sculpting it into a greater sense of

purpose. If I could somehow make the farm profitable once again, it would give me a legitimate

reason to remain on the land I had grown to love.The Shenandoah Valley, where my ancestors



settled, is famous for its natural beauty. Stretching from Roanoke to Harpers Ferry, the valley is

roughly forty miles across, bounded by the Blue Ridge Mountains on the east and the West

Virginia border to the west. The land is softly sculpted with wooded hillsides, and the

Shenandoah River winds serenely through the lush valley bottom. Appreciating the vista from

the heights above Harpers Ferry, Thomas Jefferson once remarked, “This scene is worth a

voyage across the Atlantic.”On a clear day, Jefferson might have been able to see my

ancestors’ farm. Tucked into the northernmost section, here the valley was truly in full splendor.

The sloping hills were crisscrossed with hand-hewn locust fences, with green pastures

extending into the horizon. Clusters of mulberry trees, loaded with sweet purple fruit, shaded

the cool limestone outcroppings. Sheep dotted the clover-thick meadows, miniature reflections

of the expansive white clouds above. Broad silver springs laced the pasture floors with plumes

of crisp watercress waving just beneath the surface, and crayfish darted between submerged

stones. The springwater was cold to the touch, even on the hottest of summer days.Early

settlers quickly realized the potential of the valley and began cultivating the rich soil in earnest

by the mid-1700s. Many of these old farms endured, passed down as family heirlooms, and as

a child I explored their barnyards as my grandmother gossiped with her octogenarian peers.

Comprising little more than a whitewashed farmhouse and a barn or two, these farmsteads

were rustic and pragmatic, aesthetically lovely to behold, and framed by the genuinely azure

Blue Ridge Mountain supine on the horizon. Free to explore the cobwebbed corners of these

venerable farms, I recall the clean smells of hay, well-tended livestock, and fresh, sun-warmed

earth.Most spectacularly, the roads of our counties were flanked by thousands upon thousands

of apple trees. In the mid-twentieth century, our corner of Virginia was nicknamed the “Apple

Capital of the World.” Half-forgotten varieties such as Winesaps, Yorks, Grimes Golden,

Northwest Greenings, and Rome Beauties stretched into the horizon. Reciting the names of

these apples was like poetry in advance of the harvest. In late April, with the apple blossoms in

full pink-and-white bloom, the perfume was nothing short of intoxicating.As far as I could tell,

the Shenandoah Valley was full of farms just like ours. And why wouldn’t it be? The summers

were rarely hot for long, and rainfall was usually plentiful. The climate and the soil were ideally

suited for agriculture, from vegetables and fruits to grains. The sweetly sloping hills were the

perfect setting for pastured livestock. It was as though our valley awoke each morning ready to

produce, to thrive, to grow. The land was so gentle and fecund, so perfectly temperate, that it

tempted farmers to try to grow a little bit of everything.Neighboring farms filled in the blanks.

Dairies and horse farms, in particular, abounded. In the 1980s our farm was bordered on three

sides by dairies, with dozens more scattered about. Nearby, the Charles Town racetrack

ensured steady opportunity for local horse breeders, and less than a mile from our farm, a

dozen Thoroughbreds were born and raised each year. I watched them each morning, racing

across the pasture, keeping thunderous pace with our car as they galloped past the wooden

fences.My grandfather had been an orchardist and a cattle farmer. Where he didn’t plant apple

trees he planted fence posts. With miles of grass, water trickling from the rocks, and always a

tree or two for shade, he grazed thousands of cattle in his lifetime. On nearly every corner of

his farm, on each distant hillside, in every lush meadow, drinking from the edge of a spring-fed

creek or drowsing in the shade of a hackberry and sassafras thicket, were cows.Cattle

flourished on my grandparents’ farm, grazing the abundant pasture that volunteered from the

rich valley soil. These animals were fed only grass and clover, grain being far too precious for

animals that had been bred for grazing. It was the simplest of recipes, and my grandfather

made a sixty-five-year career out of it.He raised Herefords, a breed of cattle brought across the

ocean generations earlier from England. Their coats were a deep, rusty red; their faces, feet,



and the tips of their tails titanium white. The cows seemed to enjoy the pastures most when it

was cool and overcast, like a stereotypical British day, with an intermittent, penetrating

drizzle.My grandfather Robert R. Smith Jr., with his herd. Circa 1950.Even into his dotage, my

grandfather would clamber each day into his doorless Scout International and check each cow

in the herd, making certain that everything was just so. These animals meant more to him than

just a job or an investment. Husbandry, the practice of raising healthy animals, was my

grandfather’s passion.Still, as idyllic as it might sound, raising livestock came with much

physical risk. As a boy I had seen one of our farmhands, a man in his late forties, get mauled

by an angry bull, caught from behind as he tried to flee from the enraged animal. The bull

charged, lowering his head just as the man reached the fence, tossing him like a doll fifteen

feet in the air. Turning a cartwheel, the farmhand’s arms and legs searched for midair

handholds that didn’t exist. He no sooner hit the ground than the animal was on top of him, a

cloud of saliva and dust, grinding him into the dirt with his broad, powerful head.The man

screamed and curled into a ball, pleading in vain against ferocity unleashed. I turned my head

away, unable to watch. When the bull was finally satisfied, the other farmhands rushed into the

corral and pulled the broken man to safety. Strong as a locust post, the twenty-year farm

veteran suffered cracked ribs and a concussion, but a few weeks later he tipped his cap to me

from the seat of his pickup as he headed back to work in the fields.A few years later I had my

own brush with death, but mine came from behind the steering wheel of a tractor. I was

fourteen, just old enough to be trusted with farm equipment. We had recently finished making

hay, and the landscape was dotted with scores of enormous round bales, cylindrical rolls of

sun-dried grass that stood five feet high and weighed close to one thousand pounds apiece.

For years I had watched the men move the hay with hydraulic-powered tractor spears,

effortlessly lifting them into the air before transporting them, one bale on the front and another

behind, to the shelter of the barn. Now, at long last, I had been asked to participate.In my

teenage mind, I saw nothing especially complicated about the work. I already knew how to

drive a tractor, and operating the hydraulic controls was child’s play. When I was finally offered

the keys to the tractor, I fired up the engine with feigned nonchalance, secretly excited to take

my place among the men.The afternoon went smoothly, and I fell into the cadence of the work,

the vibration of the motor lulling me into daydreams. At last, only one bale remained. I threw the

tractor into high gear and raced across the field before one of the older men could get to it first.

As I approached the bale, now fully confident in my abilities, I slowed the tractor just enough to

gracefully lift the bale with my front spear without even stopping. Triumphant, I raised the final

bale high in the air as though lifting a trophy, making sure that everyone could see. I shoved the

throttle into full steam and the tractor engine roared as I headed down a steep hill toward the

barn.Without warning, the front of the tractor rocked forward, carried downward by the

tremendous weight of the hay. As the bale struck the earth, the tractor pivoted on its front tires,

raising the rear of the machine completely off the ground, the back tires spinning in midair. The

force of the impact wrenched my grip from the steering wheel, catapulting me upward. I would

have been hurled into the air but luckily my boots hooked beneath the steel pedals, the clutch

on one side, the brake on the other.An instant later the impact of the bale caused the tractor to

ricochet backward, slamming the rear tires against the ground. For a split second I thought the

danger was over, but as soon as the spinning tires found traction, the sequence was violently

repeated anew: Slam . . . bang! The tractor pitched forward again.I grasped the steering wheel

with both hands as, this time, I came clean out of my seat, suspended helplessly with my

knees above my ears. It was like a carnival ride without safety restraints. I held on for my

life.Ahead of me, a thick copse of trees waited at the bottom of the hill. Everything was



happening too fast; I couldn’t think, couldn’t act. Every muscle tensed as I braced for impact

with the trees.From my periphery, one of the old farmhands raced across the pasture, shouting,

“Jump! Jump! You’re gonna hit the trees! Jump!”Jump? My teenage hubris had been consumed

by total panic. Jump? Yes! Of course! As the rear tires hurtled toward the earth, I set my feet

against the pitted steel of the floor and flung my body as far as I could.I hit the ground, rolled,

and watched as the tractor bucked and bounced straight into the trees. A second later, it

careened off a walnut tree trunk, swung like a protractor to the left, and slammed head-on into

a towering sycamore. Covered in scrapes and bruises, completely humiliated but otherwise

okay, I was awarded the honor of changing the oil and meticulously greasing each of our five

tractors for my poor judgment.As much as I admired the men who worked on the farm, I never

dreamed in those days that I might someday become a farmer myself. The land had been in

our family for more than a hundred and fifty years, and I took it for granted that someone else

would always be there to look after it. Generation after generation, someone had always

shouldered the responsibility. In my childhood mind, our farm existed independent of time and

place, much the same now as it had ever been, or might ever need to become.By the 1990s,

however, I couldn’t ignore the fact that the lights of suburban Washington, D.C., were growing

brighter on the eastern horizon. Each night a pink nimbus pulsed above the top of the Blue

Ridge, an otherworldly electric cloud. These were the lights of a quarter million new homes,

just over the mountain. The suburbs had finally reached our doorstep.All at once our local

economy, based for generations on agriculture, experienced a dramatic transformation. Enticed

by higher paying jobs just an hour’s commute over the mountain, young people began

choosing careers in Washington over a life of farming. Our rural towns became “bedroom

communities,” places where people returned to each night, but only to sleep.My own father was

a perfect example of this shift. Having convinced himself that farming was a dead-end job, he

awoke each morning at four, carpooled to a commuter train, and didn’t return home until nearly

eight o’clock at night. Although some families tried their best to pull it off, balancing a life of

farming and working in the city was a nearly impossible task.Over the next ten years, fewer and

fewer people my age began careers in agriculture. An entire generation of young farmers

traded in their blue jeans for khaki pants, filled up on gasoline and coffee, and disappeared

over the mountain. The highways operated like a bloodstream, conveying our rural youth to the

beating heart of our nation’s capital.As older farmers retired, no one stepped in to replace

them, and by the mid-1990s, Shenandoah Valley farms began disappearing en masse. Even

as a teenager, I could see the consequences. Driving into town on an errand, I witnessed fleets

of earth-moving equipment carving the green hills into graded plateaus; hundred-year-old

farms were bulldozed down to bedrock in a day or two. The family farms of my childhood were

becoming an endangered species.I struggled with this emerging reality. How could centuries of

tradition change so radically over the course of a generation? This was still the same

productive land, the same rich soil that had provided sustenance and income for two centuries.

Farming simply couldn’t become obsolete over night.As I considered a career in agriculture,

right from the outset I saw nothing but red flags. No one in our community, not even the final

die-hard farmers, encouraged my farming dreams. Farms were pushed over for houses; I never

saw a single house pushed over for a farm. I wanted to believe that, like my grandfather before

me, hard work could turn our future around. But as I witnessed these other farmsteads vanish

one after the next, I questioned whether I was being stubbornly naive, or perhaps even

foolish.What good was hard work if there was no money left over at the end of the day? As

much as we loved our land, we hadn’t made a profit since Jimmy Carter was president. Who

could blame the young people, my peers, for taking jobs in the city and safeguarding their



futures? They were forced to look beyond an agricultural system that couldn’t compensate

them for their efforts.Increasingly I found myself lost in an imaginary debate, sparring with my

devil’s advocate. I listed the pros. Where else could I have the freedom to grow my own food?

Work outside in the fresh air? Set my own schedule? Be my own boss?You don’t have any

farming experience, the contrarian voice countered. You don’t even know where to

begin.Where will you live?What will you grow?How will you pay the bills?Sometimes the voice

asked even harder questions.What if you fail?What if, by following your dream, it ends up

costing you the farm?Outweighing my optimism, tempering my ambitions, these questions sat

heavily in the pit of my stomach, churning. What if you fail? the voice kept repeating. I had no

good answer.
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BeesWax, “Family farming and so much more. This is the best book on family farming I have

ever read. The author provides interesting aspects of family farming and did not hesitate to

write about his successes and as well as his failures. This is a book that will not only give the

reader a different perspective on farming and food but also about problem solving, being willing

to put everything into an endeavor, to persevere, to learn from what worked and what didn't, to

even question decisions made and steps taken. There are also sprinklings of humor throughout

that always brought a smile or a chuckle. I found this book to be a fantastic read, and was a

little sorry to get to the end. The author is a wonderful writer and it would be great it if he could

continue the story...”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/RMLbL/Gaining-Ground-A-Story-of-Farmers-Markets-Local-Food-and-Saving-the-Family-Farm


thatrater, “HIGHLY READABLE. I saw this book advertised on BookBub on 5/25/15 and

thought, "For $1.99 how far wrong can I go?" Nevertheless, I left it on the shelf until

yesterday.My pet peeve is profanity; when I come across it, I will generally close the book and

hardly think of it again. However, with this book I kept reading, perhaps because it was all put

in appropriate context.Mr. Pritchard praised his editor to the skies, and frankly, I hardly think he

overrated her, if at all. I cannot know what she did for him creatively or synergistically, but the

type of editing and proofreading that's normally done on the last pass looks unparalleled to me

in how thorough it appears to have been. Other than a 3-year-old becoming a 5-year-old after

only one year, I think I might have seen a misplaced comma. It is grounds for being inordinately

proud in my estimation.Now getting to the heart of the book, I regret letting the 6 weeks from

5/25 to yesterday slide by while Gaining Ground gathered dust and am only too glad I finally

blew it off and read the book. I felt I was being spirited along and have hardly been able to put

it down since I picked it up.I drive through huge farms on the interstate where many times I've

seen signs that say "Food grows where water flows." Water has to be piped in in my neck of

the woods. It seems like a crime for the Shenandoah Valley to have been allowed to be turned

into something other than farmland considering how ideal conditions are for farming. This book

helped me put many, many aspects of the farm-to-table process into perspective. I felt so

grieved to read of Mr. Pritchard's many brethren who have felt they had no alternative but to

sell. On the other hand, reading of how he encouraged all of us to support sustainable farming

in our own back yards was truly heartwarming.Thanks, Mr. Pritchard, for a great read! More

importantly, thanks for putting so much of yourself into making a difference!”

Jessie D, “Everyone should read this book... (everyone will enjoy it too). Wow! What a fun read.

I can't recommend this book enough - everyone can enjoy it. It's a quick, easy read and you'll

definitely learn something along the way. I'll admit upfront that I've been buying meats (beef,

lamb, chicken, pork) and eggs from Smith Meadows farm for the past 3-4 years - conveniently

brought every Saturday morning to my local Del Ray farmers' market. I also used to go to the

Arlington farmers' market where they also have a Saturday stand. It was in Arlington that I first

met Forrest. He's one of the nicest, friendliest, warmest people you'll ever meet. From the

moment I met him, I could tell that he's very passionate about his work, his farm, and his

products. After about a year of buying from him, I decided to visit the farm - on their annual

Farm Day. Forrest gave us a thorough and fully educational tour of the pastures and the

various livestock raising techniques. The family and community feel on the farm is palpable. So

when I heard that Forrest had written a book, I pre-ordered it on Amazon and had it in my hot

little hands as soon as it was released. I don't know what I was expecting other than a story

about "life on the farm" - I was not expecting the absolutely entertaining tale of perseverance

that Forrest weaves. I couldn't believe that half that stuff happened... and kept happening... and

yet he stuck with his goal of turning around the family farm and making it work in these crazy,

modern times we live in. He effortlessly blends farming 101 with humorous anecdotes and

family tragedies and life lessons. It's really a hard book to put down. I read it in just a day or so.

My dad even read it cover-to-cover within 36 hours and he hardly ever reads anything. He

LOVED it! It's a great slice of life story, but with the added insights into: what are we, as

Americans, eating these days? why? how can we have healthy food and more environmental

responsible farms? what will it take to make that happen? My dad finished this book and

instantly wanted to drive from eastern Pennsylvania to the Smith Meadows farm near West

Virginia - just to load up on a freezer full of goodies. But I reminded him that the real lesson

from Forrest's book is that there are local farmers all across the U.S. and there are wonderful



local farmers near most of us - go out and support them. You'll be glad you did!”

mr j c l poulson, “When of the best stories of this type I have read. When of the best stories of

this type I have read. This is not so much a 'how-to', more of a you can do!! It just a very

pleasing tale that warms the soul, well worth the purchase price, just to get you to stop

dreaming and start doing!! BTW its by Forrest Pritchard, not Joel Salatin?!?”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. interesting farming, how to do things differently”

plumhollow, “Entertaining and enlightening. My husband and I thoroughly enjoyed this book. It

is a must-read for any grass-based farmer as well as all consumers. The story is well written

and thoroughly entertaining. Lessons are woven through the story. If you enjoy Joel Salatin's

books and farming methods you will also enjoy this one.”

Laura Lee, “Entertaining, realistic & inspiring for anyone considering market gardening or

farming or for those interested in permaculture.. I chose this rating because I really had fun

reading the book from start to finish and I appreciated how honest it was too.”

The book by Forrest Pritchard has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 434 people have provided feedback.
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